Generation Why?
What is driving the age gap in British politics and how the
centre right should respond

About
Onward is a new campaigning thinktank whose mission is to develop new ideas for the next
generation. We are committed to making Britain fairer, more prosperous and more united, by
developing practical policies that work and reaching out to new groups of people.
This is the largest study of generational attitudes since age became the most important dividing line in
British politics. We set out to understand what was driving younger generations away from the centre
right in such unprecedented numbers, and what the centre right could do to respond.
We partnered with Hanbury Strategy, who conducted an online smartphone poll of 10,031 members of
public between 9 and 27 November 2018. The results were weighted to the proﬁle of all adults aged
18+. Data weighted by interlocked age and gender, region, 2017 election vote and 2016 EU
referendum vote using iterative proportional ﬁtting. Hanbury Strategy is a member of the British
Polling Council and abides by its rules.
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The new dividing line in British politics
The age divide was unprecedented in 2017. The gap between younger and older voters was 50 points
larger than the average generational divide since the Second World War and ﬁve times higher than 2010.
●

In 2017, Labour took a 29 point
lead amongst 25-34s - a group
that was marginally Tory in 2010.

●

The generational gap started to
widen before Corbyn became
Leader and before Brexit.

●

The faultline is even bigger
alongside gender: 73% of 18-24
women voted for Corbyn.

●

There was no “youthquake”: in
2017 turnout among 18-24s fell.
But since 2010, 18-24 and 25-34
turnout has cumulatively grown
by 16% and 8% respectively.

Conservative minus Labour vote share among younger and older generations,
and the gap between them

2010: 14 percentage point gap 2015: 40 percentage point gap
2017: 71 percentage point gap
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We set out to answer ﬁve key questions:
1.

Is age polarisation likely to persist - and how ﬁrm are diﬀerent age groups in their
political views?

2.

To what extent does age polarisation explain other variations in voting behaviour - for
example by local area or by education?

3.

What does age polarisation mean for Britain’s future electoral geography?

4.

What are the underlying causes of the diﬀerence between the way diﬀerent
generations are voting?

5.

What if anything might allow the Conservatives to improve their performance among
younger voters. Who is most persuadable to look again at the Conservatives?
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The generational divide has widened since 2017
The tipping point - the median age at which someone is more likely to vote Conservative than Labour has risen from 47 years old in 2017 (and 34 before the 2017 campaign) to 51 today.

●

Voting in the UK is now highly
correlated with age - and the
Conservatives age curve is
getting steeper.

●

Only 14% of 18-24 year olds say
they would vote Conservative
now, against 62% Labour.

●

Among 65s+, the opposite was
true. 56% said they would vote
Conservative vs. 24% Labour.

Age proﬁle of the Conservative vote intention
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The Conservatives’ consideration gap
●

On average, Labour converts 86% of potential
voters while the Conservatives converts 75%.
However this masks a considerable age gradient
for Conservatives.

●

Among 18-35 years old, 30% would consider
voting Tory. Fewer than 17% say they would do so
today.

●

This represents 3 million potential voters under 35
years old that the party are not converting.

●

Young people are much less “sticky” for both
parties. This is a large currently untapped
opportunity.

Conservative considerers vs. Conservative voters by age

3 million voters

Party conversion rates by age
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The education gap is mainly driven by age
Conservative lead over Labour by qualiﬁcation...

…. when controlled for age

On the face of it, Labour’s lead rises with education
level. This reverses a 17% lead the Conservatives had
in 1979 among those with A-Levels and degrees.

But on close inspection this seems to be a
function of age. Older grads are more likely
to vote Conservatives than young grads.
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The ethnicity gap is partly an age effect
●

●

BAME voters are more likely to be young.
But controlling for age, BAME voters are
more likely to support Labour over
Conservatives.
Among under 35s, Labour had a lead of
41% among white voters and 55% among
BAME.

●

The Labour BAME lead is larger among
younger voters (54%) than older BME
voters (21%).

●

The share of Asian voters saying they
would consider voting Conservative is
similar (42%) to that of White
respondents (44%)

The Conservatives’ ethnic minority consideration gap

44%
38%

42%

28%

28%

22%
18%
14%

The Conservatives’ consideration gap for BAME voters
(16%) is more than twice as high as it the equivalent
White consideration gap (6%)
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The gender gap is not, but it is bigger among the young
Conservative consideration gap by gender

●
●

Conservative lead over Labour by age and gender

Just 8% of 18-24 year old women say they would vote Conservative, driven by very low levels of
consideration, not just conversion.
Among under-44s, men are about 10% more likely to consider the Conservatives than women.
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The potential impact on the electoral map is profound
●

When the age ratio in a constituency exceeds 1.1 younger voters
for every older voter, the seat starts to tip away from the
Conservative Party. There are 242 seats which have a ratio above
this age “Tipping point”.

●

“Tipping point” seats are disproportionately likely to be marginals:
of the 97 with a majority of 5% of smaller, 41 have an age ratio of 1.1
or more, of which 18 are Conservative, 13 are Labour and 8 are
SNP. However, 80 of the 97 have ageing populations.

●

A constituency is likely to tip from voting Conservative to voting for
another party when:
- the share of 20-39 year olds exceeds 24.9%, or
- the share of 60+ year olds falls below 24.5% of the local
population
- The ratio of younger to older voters exceeds 1.1
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What is driving the growing age gap?
Age is one crucial component driving the Conservative vote once all other factors have been controlled for
Four possible theories for the age gap:
1.

Social liberalism. Young people are particularly
socially liberal and do not think Conservatives
are aligned with these values

2.

Anti-capitalism. Young people are more left-wing
on economic issues and favour Labour

3.

Material diﬀerence. Young people are materially
diﬀerent from previous generations and therefore
vote diﬀerently. This includes both their levels of
home ownership and income, as well as their
economic optimism and pessimism.

4.

Ethnicity. A greater share of young people are
from ethnic minorities, and these are groups
among which the Conservatives do badly.

Statistical drivers of the Conservative vote
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The age curve is steeper than underlying views, housing
tenure, ethnicity would suggest - Is this a cohort effect?
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Best party by issue and age

●

The Conservative Party leads
on only three issues overall:
Brexit, the economy and
defence. The ﬁrst two of these
are extremely marginal.

●

In terms of best party, crime is
moving away from the
Conservatives, while the
Environment is moving
towards them.

●

Labour has a considerable
lead among young people on
every issue we tested.

●

The Conservatives are the
best party on every issue aside
from welfare beneﬁts among
over 65s.
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Most important issues by age
●

The most important issues for every
age group were Brexit and the NHS.
Other top issues across all age
groups are the economy, crime and
housing.

●

The environment is the 3rd top issue
for 18-24s but 12th for over 65s.

●

Immigration is 4th most important for
over 65s but 15th for 18-24s.

●

Healthcare and crime are see as
similarly important in relative terms
across all age groups.

●

The environment, welfare beneﬁts,
taxation and transport are all
considerably more important for
younger voters.

Most important issues by age
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Most important issues by age and potential voters
●

Looking across all age groups crime
is seen as even more important by
Conservative considerers than the
general population.

●

Young Conservative considerers
rate the environment as the 6th top
issue - compared to 13th for current
Tory voters.

●

Young potential Conservatives care
much more about welfare, transport
and defence than older considerers
or the wider electorate.

Most important issues by age and vote intention
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Most important issues by age and potential voters
●

The Labour Party owns almost every issue. Brexit and the Economy and now marginal issues.

●

Labour leads on traditionally Conservative issues such as taxation, crime, immigration and pensions.
Issue importance (self reported) vs. issue ownership (all voters)
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Women are considerably more pessimistic than men
Compared to your generation do you think that Britain will be
better or worse for the generation that comes next?

Compared to the last few years, how do you feel about your
ﬁnances?
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Social and economic conservatism by age
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Social and economic conservatism by vote intention
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Social axis
Younger voters are more socially liberal.

Social axis - clear age gradient

A majority of younger voters:
-

support privacy over law and order;
prefer diversity over a shared sense
of identity;
chose the environment over growth;
prefer fair leaders over strong
leaders,
support the right of transgender
people to choose their own gender.

While all age groups now support gay
marriage (a striking ﬁnding), young people
are more supportive.
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Economic axis
On some issues, young people were to the
left of older voters, including bank
nationalisation, helping others over personal
responsibility, and closing the gap between
rich and poor.

On others, they were to the right of older
generations. They are most likely to favour
low taxes, want public services reformed,
and more favourable to low regulation.
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The new centre ground of public opinion
Taking this all together, the new centre ground of public opinion now means being: Tough on crime;
Controlling immigration; Reforming public services; Enabling people to keep more of their own money;
Living within our means; Protecting existing jobs and retraining workers; Being proud to be British.
This is far removed from the centre ground that many so-called centrists stake a claim to.
Young Conservative Considerers are closer to this new centre ground.
Social issues

Economic issues
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In depth: Immigration
The most popular policies are
conditional, not numerical:
●
●

Support for reducing immigration by age

Require migrants to learn
English when they arrive
Require people to live in the
UK for 7 years before
applying for citizenship

The most unpopular policies are
those which people see as a
soft touch:
●
●

Letting people with student
visas stay on to ﬁnd a job
Making the immigration
system easier to use for
applicants

All generations support reducing migration, including 38% of 18-24s,
although there is a clear age gradient.
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In depth: Housing
●

The only cut through for Conservative policies are increasing support for ﬁrst time buyers, and
reducing stamp duty. But these policies are mostly associated with the Conservatives by older voters
(i.e. not the desired beneﬁciaries).

●

The number one policy that would make people vote Conservative is protecting the green belt,
followed by making developers pay more towards community infrastructure.
Which of these housing policies do you believe are
represented by the Conservatives?

Which of these housing policies, if any, would make you more
likely to vote for the Conservatives?
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In depth: Higher education and other issues
●

44% of respondents thought too many
people go to university, against 25% who
think not enough.

●

People who have a degree are more likely to
believe too many people go than the general
population (47%).

●

Considering options to reform university
funding, a graduate tax is the least popular
(14%) while lowering the interest rate on
student loans is universally popular (37% of
all respondents).

●

Broad support for giving university students a
tax break cashback on their loan repayments
and lower tuition fees for STEM.

Mobile phones in schools
65% of people (and 75% of Tory voters) support
banning the use of mobiles in schools. All groups
apart from 18-24 year olds, Asian voters, and
young Conservative considerers support.
National service
Broad support across all age groups for bringing
back some form of National Service ( just 34%
opposed). We tested options: 2 years military, ﬁve
days paid leave a year to volunteer, three months
at age 18. Older people supported harder options.
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Conclusion
Our modelling has the striking conclusion that all of the rival ideas about what explains the age gradient
(and steepened gradient) seem to have some truth to them, not least because these diﬀerent
explanations are often been presented as rivals in the media.
This means that to win over more younger voters, the Conservative Party needs to:
●

Move to the new centre ground both on the economy and socially, and….

●

Make young people materially better oﬀ, and….

●

Improve its standing among ethnic minority communities.

None of these changes are suﬃcient on their own - all are necessary.
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